Salt Spring Film Festival presents

FULFORD HALL FILMS
December 10 to 12, 2021

Three nights of award-winning films at Fulford Hall
with filmmakers in attendance!

Friday, December 10:
4pm BEANS
7pm THE NEW CORPORATION
with directors Jennifer Abbott & Joel Bakan in attendance

Saturday, December 11:
4pm FIRST WE EAT		
with story editor Nettie Wild			

7pm THE MAGNITUDE OF ALL THINGS
with director Jennifer Abbott

Sunday, December 12:
4pm FIRESTARTER: The Story of Bangarra
7pm JIMMY CARTER: Rock & Roll President
www.SaltSpringFilmFestival.com

Thank you for joining us at Fulford Hall
for our series of six award-winning films!
The Salt Spring Film Festival has been on hiatus since
our 2020 festival wrapped up nearly two years ago,
just before the pandemic put an end to such events
across the country and around the world.
We’re very pleased to be back, doing what we do best:
providing the Salt Spring community with high-quality,
award-winning films on important local and global
issues, presented by visiting filmmakers.

VISITING FILMMAKERS

The Salt Spring Film Festival plans to bring you more
films and events in 2022, as pandemic protocols allow.
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Friday, December 10 at 4:00 pm ($10)

BEANS
[Dir: Tracey Deer, Canada, 2020, 92 min.]
Twelve-year-old Tekehentahkhwa (a.k.a. “Beans”)
is on the edge: torn between innocent childhood
and reckless adolescence, forced to grow up fast
and become the tough Mohawk warrior she needs
to be. When a peaceful protest at a neighbouring
reserve turns into an armed stand-off to protect a
burial ground from being desecrated for a golf course
expansion, Beans’ community joins the battle as
they’re suddenly cut off from the outside world.
Inspired by true events and featuring archival footage
of the actual conflict, documentary filmmaker Tracey
Deer’s award-winning debut feature film takes place in
1990 during the 78-day standoff between the Mohawk
community and government forces in what became
known as the Oka Crisis.
Played by talented Akwesasne teenager Kiawentiio
in her first starring role, Beans seeks out the
toughest girl she knows to transform into the brave
Mohawk warrior that she needs to be to survive.
The acceptance she gains with the cool clique
doesn’t prepare her for the racism and violence she
confronts as the conflict escalates. Unable to cope,
she descends into a dark, rage-filled existence fixated
on revenge. It’s not until her reckless actions put
everyone she cares about into peril that she wakes up
to what’s really important in her fragile world.
Premiering at the Toronto International Film Festival to
critical acclaim, this crowd-pleaser has won multiple Audience Awards at festivals around the world, including
the Vancouver International Film Festival, where it was also named Best Canadian Feature Film. For her role
as Beans’ tenacious mother, Rainbow Dickerson was named Best Supporting Actress in a Canadian Film by
the Vancouver Film Critics Circle. Director Tracey Deer was awarded the Canadian Screen Award for Best
First Feature Film, and her screenplay, co-written with Meredith Vuchnich, won the Writers Guild of Canada
Screenwriting Award.

Masks & vaccine passports required as per provincial health regulations.
Vaccine passports will be scanned at the door. Photo ID also required for passport scanning.
Please note that only cash will be accepted at the door for tickets and for concession snacks.
Please consume food and drink only while seated; masks must be worn at all times except while eating.
Thank you for your cooperation!

Friday, December 10 at 7:00 pm ($15)

THE NEW CORPORATION:

The Unfortunately Necessary Sequel
[Dir: Jennifer Abbott & Joel Bakan, Canada, 2020, 105 min.]
with filmmakers Jennifer Abbott & Joel Bakan in attendance
From award-winning filmmakers Joel Bakan and
Jennifer Abbott, who along with co-director Mark
Achbar created the global phenomenon The
Corporation (2003), comes this hard-hitting and timely
follow-up. The New Corporation: The Unfortunately
Necessary Sequel reveals how the corporate takeover
of society is being justified by the sly rebranding of
corporations as socially conscious entities.
The Corporation was a sensation when first released
nearly 20 years ago. The highest-grossing feature
documentary in Canadian history, the film was
translated into more than 20 languages and won 26
international awards, including the World Cinema
Audience Award at Sundance and the Genie for
Best Documentary. The film’s central claim – that the
institutional character of the publicly-traded corporation
is dangerously akin to that of a human psychopath – hit
a nerve, and helped articulate and fuel an escalating
worldwide protest against corporations’ growing global
power and irresponsibility
The Corporation examined an institution within
society; The New Corporation reveals a world now
fully remade in the corporation’s image, perilously
close to losing democracy. The filmmakers trace
the devastating consequences, connecting the dots
between then and now, and inspire with stories of
resistance and change from around the world.
From gatherings of corporate elites in Davos to the rise of ultra-right leaders, from the economic impacts of
Covid-19 to climate change, spiralling inequality and racial injustice, the film looks at corporations’ devastating
power. Countering this is a groundswell of global resistance as people take to the streets in pursuit of
justice and the planet’s future. In the face of increasing wealth disparity, climate crisis and the hollowing-out
of democracy, this essential film is an urgent cry for social justice, deeper democracy and transformative
solutions.
Filmed in eight countries over the course of two years and featuring interviews with dozens of thoughtleaders from around the world, including Chris Hedges, Anand Giridharadas, Dr. Vandana Shiva, Grand Chief
Stewart Phillip, Chief Judy Wilson and our very own Elizabeth May, The New Corporation: The Unfortunately
Necessary Sequel was named Best Documentary by the Vancouver Film Critics Circle.

Saturday, December 11 at 4:00 pm ($10)

FIRST WE EAT
[Dir: Suzanne Crocker, Canada, 2020, 101 min.]
with story editor Nettie Wild in attendance
What happens when an ordinary family living just
south of the Arctic Circle bans all grocery store food
from their house for one year, including sugar, salt and
caffeine? Add three skeptical teenagers, one reluctant
husband and temperatures of 40° below zero…and
the result is the entertaining and award-winning
documentary First We Eat.
Putting the concept of food sovereignty to the test,
filmmaker Suzanne Crocker – whose first feature
documentary All the Time in the World was the most
popular film at the 2015 Salt Spring Film Festival –
removes absolutely all grocery store food from her
house. For one full year she feeds her family of five
only what can be hunted, fished, gathered, grown or
raised around Dawson City, Yukon, on the traditional
territory of the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in, just 300 km from
the Arctic Circle.
Most grocery stores stock only three to five days’
worth of food, and with pandemics causing global
supply chain delays and climate change causing
wildfires and washed-out roads from flooding, food
security is an issue facing everyone, particularly
Northern Canadians in remote communities who are
overly dependent on expensively imported processed
food.
Crocker and her family discover the rewards and
challenges of eating local, as they spend the long
days of the Yukon’s short growing season smoking fish and drying meat, harvesting wild berries and unfamiliar
greens, and making their own yogurt, cheese, ice cream and butter by hand, with amusingly mixed results.
Whether learning about traditional food sources from their Indigenous neighbours or meeting quirky backto-the-land settlers determined to grow apples, rye and wheat at perilously northern latitudes, the Crockers
maintain their sense of humour as they explore the surprising diversity of their community’s bounty.
Celebrating the ingenuity, resourcefulness and knowledge of Northern Canadians and their relationship to the
land, First We Eat was long-listed for Best Documentary at the 2021 Academy Awards and has won multiple
Audience Awards at film festivals around the world, including the Rogers Audience Choice Award for Best
Canadian Documentary at Toronto’s Hot Docs Canadian International Documentary Festival.

Saturday, December 11 at 7:00 pm ($15)

THE MAGNITUDE OF ALL THINGS
[Dir: Jennifer Abbott, Canada, 2020, 86 min.]
with filmmaker Jennifer Abbott in attendance
When award-winning filmmaker Jennifer Abbott lost
her sister to cancer, her sorrow opened her up to the
profound gravity of the climate crisis.
Drawing parallels between the experiences of
grief – both personal and planetary – this cinematic
exploration of the emotional and psychological
dimensions of climate change takes us around the
world to witness a planet in crisis: from Australia’s
catastrophic fires and dying Great Barrier Reef, to the
island nation of Kiribati, drowned by rising sea levels.
In Nunatsiavut, melting ice permanently alters the
landscape, while in the Amazon rainforest, Indigenous
people fight a desperate battle against oil and mining
extraction.
Like ash from a distant fire, ecological grief on this
scale touches everything. But coming to terms with
the brutal reality of environmental breakdown requires
more than empty words and gestures. When hope is
lost, the real work begins.
Members of Extinction Rebellion protest in the streets,
risking arrest. Greta Thunberg’s school strike grows
from a solitary vigil to a global mass movement. The
Sápara, Wonnarua and Nunatsiavut land defenders
hold the line in a life and death struggle.
Facing her own mortality, Jennifer’s sister offers
another kind of answer: “Just a simple, quiet openness
to all that is.” Stories from the frontlines of climate change merge with recollections from the filmmaker’s own
childhood on Ontario’s Georgian Bay. What do these stories have in common?
The answer, surprisingly, is everything.
This intimately expansive and profoundly beautiful call to action won four Leo Awards (for Best Direction,
Screenwriting, Cinematography & Sound); has received accolades and special mentions from film festival
juries in Korea, Italy and France; was named Best Canadian Feature at Toronto’s Planet in Focus International
Environmental Film Festival; received the Award for Creative Excellence at the Banff Mountain Film Festival;
was named Best Nature & People Film at the South Korea’s Ulju Mountain Film Festival; and won the Audience
Choice Award at the California Film Institute’s DocLands Documentary Film Festival.

Sunday, December 12 at 4:00 pm ($10)

FIRESTARTER:
The Story of Bangarra
[Dir: Wayne Blair & Nel Minchin, Australia, 2020, 96 min.]
Firestarter follows the work and lives of Stephen,
David and Russell Page, three Aboriginal brothers
from Queensland, Australia. After enduring racism
and cultural suppression during their formative years,
they found themselves reclaiming their history in their
early 20s as pioneering members of the Bangarra
Dance Theatre. Established in 1989, the company was
founded with a mission to have Black and Indigenous
artists to explore and learn more about their culture
and to share it with the rest of Australia.
Today, Bangarra is one of the most well-established
and critically acclaimed dance companies in the
world.
Directed by Wayne Blair and Nel Minchin, Firestarter
was filmed in 2019 against the backdrop of the
Bangarra Dance Company’s 30th anniversary
celebrations.
Through the theatre of Bangarra and the lives of the
Page brothers, the film explores what it means for
Australian black and Indigenous people to share their
stories through art. In becoming cultural ambassadors,
the Page brothers found creative expression,
community, and strength in storytelling of their culture.
However, they also had to reconcile within themselves
their inherited trauma and grieve their shared past of
exclusion, suffering, and erasure.
Firestarter is an intensely personal story told through childhood footage, archived interviews, and clips from
the Page brothers’ days at the Aboriginal/Islander Dance Theatre school (now NAISDA: National Aboriginal
and Islander Skills Association). There’s also video from past Bangarra performances, and intimate stories
from former and present members of the troupe. By tying these elements together, the film sends a powerful
message about celebrating one’s heritage, pushing boundaries, and how art can help to reclaim an entire
culture’s place in society.
For many years, traditional Black, Aboriginal and Island dance wasn’t accepted by many Australians. As
Firestarter makes clear, the Page brothers helped change that in a massively important way with Bangarra
Dance Theatre.
– From the review by Breanne Doyle in The Georgia Straight, “Firestarter shines a light
on how Bangarra Dance Theatre helped changed the world” (May 14, 2021). Reprinted with permission.

Sunday, December 12 at 7:00 pm ($10)
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[Dir: Mary Wharton, USA, 2020, 95 min.]

Sunday, December 12 at 7:00 pm

If it hadn’t been for a bottle of scotch and a late-night
visit from musician Gregg Allman, Jimmy Carter might
never have been elected the 39th President of the
United States.

($10)
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